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About This Content

Experience the responsibility of a ferry captain as you take the rudder of different ferry types on some of the most popular
routes in the world in this add-on pack for Ship Simulator Extremes. Whether it carries cars & cargo in its belly across the

channel or is used as a municipal public transportation service, going on the ferry is always a bit of an adventure!

Many of the world's capital cities have local ferry services, providing an indispensable and affordable link for its residents. The
Ferry Pack brings 5 new ferries, a brand new player campaign with 10 missions and new ferry specific gameplay features to

Ship Simulator Extremes, adding many hours of gameplay for all virtual captains!

Key Features

5 new Ferry types (Fast, Channel, River, etc.) available in Campaign, Free Roam and Multiplayer mode.
Ferry specific gameplay: Ferry ramp & door opening for loading/unloading, Directional switch for two-ender ferries,
etc.
New Ferry campaign featuring 10 missions all over the world
Ferry mission functionality added to the Mission Editor, allowing for creation and sharing of Ferry specific missions
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Okay, so I loaded in to the game then went to single player then I looked for the Ferry's and they were not there so someone
please tell me how it works.. i have downloaded this pack and no dlc keys. ITS ASHAME THAT I GET TO BUY THIS ADD-
ON BUT NO cd key FOR IT ??? FUKN NICE ONE !!!
. Lovely selection of ferries here. I would like it more though if you had included a Sydney ferry. Reccomend it :). I buy this dlc
and i don't get a dlc! Give it to me please!!. where is the licence key for the ferry dlc

. 10\/10 (AMAZING)!

Take control of a ferry across the english channel or New York Bay and feel the power and the knowing that you are responsible
for hundreds of lifes and one wrong move could kill 100+ people. Lots of ferries. Different designs and functions. Alright
overall.

8\/10. i dont becuse it will not dowlod the pack i got for 5 doller
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I am very dissapointed with this as I have purchased it but have not got an activation key to make it work... and that was after I
paid for it. If anyone can help though, I'd appreciate it as it looks like a good, value for money product. If only it could work.. I
buy this dlc and i don't get a dlc! Give it to me please!!. where is the licence key for the ferry dlc

. I downloaded the extreme collection pack with all 6 dlc packs and it hasnt given me the cd key for this one.. can anyone help
please on how i can get the cd key??. 10\/10 (AMAZING)!

Take control of a ferry across the english channel or New York Bay and feel the power and the knowing that you are responsible
for hundreds of lifes and one wrong move could kill 100+ people. I always sail Rozenburg Accros padstow,. this is a great pack.
GENERAL OPINION
My purpose as a gamer is to experiment with the content that is given to me. For some time now, SSE has been under my
watchful gaze and I must note that it does not dissapoint. The Game has multiple DLC packs that add a variety of stunning,
beautiful ships to a gamers experience. This is an amazing DLC pack.

GAMEPLAY
The Ferries themselves are beautifully recreated and are as simple to control as any other boat in the game. They also add a new
type of throttle system which I had great fun trying to figure out. The only problem that I have with these Addons is the fact that
there are not as many as I had hoped, Maybe Paradox will make another pack and if they already have then please, someone
direct me in the direction of it via a link or search term.

SUMMARY
Apart from the lack of boats there is not much I can get into that is worth mentioning. I will continue to play this game when I
can and I will edit this review if I feel the need to at any point.

As it stands my score for this pack is 8.9\/10 (BRILLIANT)
. this pack, like others, is very detailed and it encludes about 5 ships i think? anyway, some people say 2.99 is a lot of money.....
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